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About ColorGATE

ColorGATE Digital Output Solutions GmbH headquartered in Hannover, Germany 
develops as privately owned company since 1997 digital imaging solutions for 
Commercial and Industrial Printing applications. The focus lies on RIP- and Color 
Management solutions for color-accurate print data preparation 
and control of digital printing systems. ColorGATE is the 
global technology leader in applied Color Management 
and printer driver technology for all kinds of digital 
printing systems.

“Profit from the many years of experience, 
which is incorporated in our entire 

solutions portfolio. 

Together with our team we are gladly 
prepared for any new digital imaging 

challenge!”

More information about ColorGATE can 
be found in our company video. 

Thomas Kirschner (left), CEO and founder of ColorGATE
Norbert Steinhauer, CTO and founder of ColorGATE
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Solutions for Commercial Printing

Commercial Printing 

To give our users and anyone else interested a quick overview of the many applications and areas that ColorGATE supports, we distinguish between 
Commercial Printing and Industrial Printing. 

For us, Commercial Printing as sector comprises all printing methods in which the resulting printed product is considered as printed matter. The printing 
process represents the core value addition. Commercial print works are performed with digital as well as with conventional presses. 

Although the majority of our solutions are operated with digital devices we are delivering since many years extensive prepress solutions for analog 
printing processes.

Digital CopierScreen Printing Press Film Printer CTS System Plate SetterOffset Press

In the Commercial Printing, ColorGATE works closely together with the following worldwide operating cooperation’s as well as with more than 50 additional manufacturers:

Desktop Printer ProoferFlexo Press

Digital Printing Conventional Printing Prepress
Prepress designates the different 
processes and procedures used to 
prepare for printing (data preparation, 
layout, image processing, color 
management, trapping etc.) to create 
digital artwork masters (PDFs) or 
printing forms (film, plates, stencils) 
for the final digital or conventional 
printing process. 

The market segment for Digital 
Printing we differentiate between:
 Large Format Printing
  Small Format Production Printing

Conventional Printing is the term used  
for analog printing processes, such as: 
 Flexo printing
 Offset printing
 Screen printing
 Gravure printing



Packaging

Direct- to-object  
decoration
 Bottles, glasses
 Cans, tins, tubes
 Containers

Flexible Packaging
 Lables
 Shrink wraps
 Bags & pouches
 Blister packs

Cardboard packaging
 Cartons
 Corrugated

5

Industrial Printing 

In Industrial Printing the printing of an object or material is merely one step in the overall production process that serves to decorate the goods produced. 
Often industrial inkjet technology is used to apply inks or other liquids to any kind or shape of material in order to decorate its surface or add new 
functions.

ColorGATE supports a wide range of print head manufacturers, such as:

Solutions for Industrial Printing

Large Format Printer Flatbed Printer Industrial Inkjet Printer

ColorGATE offers solutions for almost all application areas: 

Cutting Plotter Cutting TableGrand Format Printer Digital Printer

Décor Ceramic Textiles Others

  Composite wood
 – LDF/MDF/HDF 
 – Laminated plywood
 – HPL
  Décor films and laminates
   Flooring and vinyl parquetry
   Edge bands for boards and 

furniture

  Floor tiles
  Wall tiles
  Tile decoration
  Dishes, tableware

  Apparel & fabrics
  Interior textiles, homeware
  Technical textiles
  Outdoor textiles
 – Awnings
 – Sunshades
 – Garden furniture

  Glass
  Wallpaper
  Plastic
  Concrete
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Color Management Technology

Our Color Management technology maximizes the respective color reproduction on any by ColorGATE supported output devices considering the individual 
configuration and settings and the required application purpose. 

Who requires Color Management?
Color specifications are often device-dependent, e.g. by definition of RGB or 
CMYK values. These values have to be further specified by a reference color 
sample or an ICC profile, in order to ensure a reproduction with nothing left 
to chance.

With ColorGATE’s ICC-based Color Management and application-oriented 
extensions distinct color reproduction workflows can be defined ensuring 
an exact predictability if and how a respective tonality will be reproduced 
on a system.

ColorGATE’s Color Management is especially beneficial if heterogeneous 
production environments have to be color managed, thus multiple different 
printing systems have to be color-matched against each other.

Why is Color Management important in terms of high efficiency?
The client always expects an identical color reproduction if the same 
source files have been provided for use within the entire production 
process, but this assumption is incorrect. Every combination of a specific 
printing method with a defined printing material and a distinct ink system 
represents a specific printing system with a unique color characteristic.

Without consideration of these unique color characteristics the exact same 
process of print data preparation applied to several printing systems would 
lead to particularly different print results.

Therefore, every printing system has to be specifically controlled in terms 
of color reproduction intent.

How does color control actually work? 
This is rightfully done by a preceding color characterization of the printing 
systems in the form of ICC profiling. For this reason, a high number of 
representative reference color patches (target) are printed by a specific 
printing system and measured with a color instrument afterwards. The 
ascertained comparison between the targets reference values and the 
measured values represents the core information of the ICC profile, which 
form now on will be taken into account as the conversion basis of the 
profiled printing system by the Color Management system.

Several Profiler Modules for the creation of ICC and DeviceLink profiles 
for different ink systems and combinations are available for ColorGATE 
solutions. These support all leading color instruments and are assistant-
guided, too. Most necessary parameter settings are applied autonomously, 
in order to generate a high-grade profile without requiring specialist 
knowledge. At the same time, an expert in this matter can access all 
parameters in the background to adjust the profile ś properties according 
to particular needs. The UI concept ensures that once generated profiles are 
immediately available for production and miss-adjustments are avoided.

In digital printing nothing runs without measuring and controlling 
All the required profiles are stored in the software after their creation and 
can be selected as so called MIM combination with just three mouse clicks 
or assigned automatically. They ensure best possible color transformation 
of the print jobs from the originating file format to the specific color space 
of the printing system. 

Nevertheless, in case of appearing color shifts these variations can be 
detected through utilizing measuring technology and corrected via 
recalibration already before they are visible for the human eye.
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  Detailed rendition of 
highlights, mid-tones and 
shadows

  Neutral and balanced 
grey tones in due 
consideration of the 
media-related white 
point

  Brilliant colors due to 
accurately saturated 
full tones

  Pure and finely graduated  
color gradients

   Natural skin tones with smooth 
gradients and no visible steps

  Best possible processing of design elements, 
e.g. handling overprint and interpretation of 
transparencies

  Exact reproduction of spot colors

Application purpose
  Max gamut:  

Utilization of the maximum color space of a 
device

  Proof:  
Simulation of a reference device or reference 
color space

  Print-to-standard:  
Standard compliant print data generation, e.g. ISO  
or G7 etc.

  Campaign Printing:  
Reproduction of a print job in the maximum shared 
gamut in order to achieve the closest possible color 
conformity of the print results, when put next to 
each other for visual comparison

Printing system
Printing system in the context of Color Management 
means a combination of all definable parameters that 
influence the color characteristics of a print process.

Example: Printing system settings
  Print method: Inkjet
  Print mode: 1200 dpi
  Method: Single-pass
  Color system: CMYK UV
  UV curing
  Pinning: 20% per color
  Final Curing: 100%
  Substrate: PE

MIM
MIM is the abbreviation for Media-Ink-Metamode. 
The MIM refers to a combination that contains 
information on the printer, the used substrate, the 
ink and the metamode. Metamode is a collection of 
the following parameters: print mode, color mode 
and Color Management settings (linearizations and 
ICC profiles) as well as further color interfering 
preferences and functions. The use of MIMs 
simplifies the choosing and selection of recurring 
settings. 
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Digital Printing Conventional Printing

Thanks to latest technologies, e.g. the current Adobe PDF Print Engine 
and the DeviceLink Color Management, Productionserver products cope 
with requirements of all large and wide format applications and printing 
systems. PS can be tailored and customized to the machinery. Versatile 
features ensure maximum product profitability and excellent print quality. 

The software interface is very simple and recurring processes can be 
automated. 

Outstanding functionalities besides the accurate color management for 
rapid profiling are quality control, recalibration and the Ink Saver, which 
reduces ink consumption to an optimal minimum. 

The cost calculation function enables exact forecasts of operating costs for 
each print job to provide precise quotes without proof, and the container 
function positions each job optimally to ensure throughput of collective 
prints with minimum material usage.

Today’s printing industry is characterized by exactly these mixed 
production environments. It is important to use the advantages of printing 
processes in that way, they can address almost any customer requirement. 

Applying ColorGATE products, you have ‘one solution’ to serve any 
workflows in the best way. 

“In our company we use both, screen 
printing and digital printing – 
depending on the application and the 
number of copies. For us, the challenge 
is the application of both printing 
technologies alongside each other. 
The strengths of one technology are 
compensating the weaknesses of the 
other technology. Our customers do not 
care about this fact. They demand for a 
high quality final product at best price 
regardless of the printing process. Very 
often it is crucial for us, to inform our 
customers explicitly in advance about 
what we can do for them and what they 
can expect from us. Productionserver 
offers the unique possibility to operate 
digital and conventional printing 
systems side by side in a customer-
orientated fashion.”

Sarah P.,  
Cool Prints

Large Format 
Printing

Small Format 
Production Printing

Flexo printing Offset printing Screen printing Gravure printing
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Film Printer

Proofer

CTS System

Productionserver

Plate Setter

Color Measuring – 
automatic

Easy creation of 
linearizations and 
color profiles

Color Measuring – 
manual

Quality assurance 
of final products

View profile quality

Color Management

Cutting Plotter

Cutting Table

Certified proofs
according to FOGRA, 
ISO Standard …

Printing system 
recalibration

Job Management

Collective job nesting

Workflow Management

Synchronization of 
cutting devices and 
printing systems

Placement for 
automatic 
roll trimming

Cost control, 
accurate calculation of 
production process

Digital Copier

Textile Printer

Large Format
Printer

UV Flatbed 
Printer

File Input

Online portal

Image + Text
QR- + Barcodes

VDP Creator

Connectivity to MIS

Screen Printing
Press

O�set Press
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“Our customers are the big guys.  
We print on all materials in all shapes 

and sizes. Our main concerns are the 
correct color appearance and optimal 

color reproduction for a media and 
device independent printing process. We 
calculate our prices razor-sharp and keep 
looking for ways to increase our margins. 
This is why we are looking forward to use 

the new ProcessStandard Digital (PSD). 
The PSD gives us the opportunity to 

visibly distinguish ourselves from 
our competitors. ColorGATE and their 
Productionserver Campaign Printing 

Edition is the right choice for us, for the 
implementation of the PSD and the day-

to-day work according to it.” 

Robert F., 
Maximum Printing,  

PS10 Campaign Printing 

Production devices: 
 INCA Onset
 Acuity HS

 2x Canon LFP
 2x Epson

 Durst Lambda
 Aristo LFC

CP



Cat1 Cat2 Cat3

Ink Saver No Ink Saver

APPE RIP

Job ID:
Job:
Customer ID:
Customer:
Remarks:
More Remarks:
Printer:
Media:
Ink:
MetaMode:
Created:
Printed:
Number of Copies:

Cost Data

Ink Cost (total):
Media Cost (total):
Media Cost (printed):
Media Cost (wasted):
Additional Charges:
Surcharge:
Total Job Cost:

Ink Usage

 Cyan
 Magenta
 Yellow
 Black
 CyanLight
 MagentaLight

Total Ink Amount:

Media Usage

Media width:
Job width:
Job height:
Printed media:
Wasted media:

NOTE: Ink and media usage was calculated by the RIP.

16567
Trompeter_Logo.jpg
241
Manfred Mustermann

HP-DesignJet-L26500
HP Permanent Gloss Adhesive Vinyl HP L26500 792 Inks
CMYKcm
16PassBidi
03/11/2013 14:54
03/12/2013 16:20
1

 1.41 €
 1.85 €
 1.19 €
 0.66 €
 0.50 €
 10.00 %
 4.14 €

 1.89073 ml
 1.91048 ml
 2.55586 ml
 2.96042 ml
 0.06091 ml
 0.01156 ml
 9.38997 ml

0.517 m²
0.288 m²

 1371.60 mm
 880.53 mm
 587.02 mm

Innovative Solutions
Committed to Color

Cost Report

Innovative Solutions
Committed to Color

Cost Report
Job ID:
Job:
Customer ID:
Customer:
Remarks:
More Remarks:
Printer:
Media:
Ink:
MetaMode:
Created:
Printed:
Number of Copies:

Cost Data

Ink Cost (total):
Media Cost (total):
Media Cost (printed):
Media Cost (wasted):
Additional Charges:
Surcharge:
Total Job Cost:

Ink Usage

 Cyan
 Magenta
 Yellow
 Black
 CyanLight
 MagentaLight

Total Ink Amount:

Media Usage

Media width:
Job width:
Job height:
Printed media:
Wasted media:

NOTE: Ink and media usage was calculated by the RIP.

16567
Trompeter_Logo.jpg
241
Manfred Mustermann

HP-DesignJet-L26500
HP Permanent Gloss Adhesive Vinyl HP L26500 792 Inks
CMYKcm
16PassBidi
03/11/2013 14:54
03/11/2013 16:03
1

 0.99 €
 1.85 €
 1.19 €
 0.66 €
 0.50 €
 10.00 %
 3.67 €

 0.58477 ml
 0.52846 ml
 0.85338 ml
 4.04947 ml
 0.22379 ml
 0.33811 ml
 7.85290 ml

0.517 m²
0.288 m²

 1371.60 mm
 880.53 mm
 587.02 mm
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ColorGATE RIP software solutions are characterized by their modular 
architecture, which allows nearly unlimited possible applications and 
extensions. 

With Productionserver as well as with Filmgate and Proofgate ColorGATE 
offers nuanced solutions for each application, production technology and 
environment with the following features: 
 
  High-quality components
  Optimal color reproduction
  Consistency of reproduction at any time
  Maximum productivity
  Intuitive control concept and user interface

ColorGATE utilizes the latest Adobe PDF Print Engine (APPE) by default – the 
market-leading RIP engine for a fast image processing of complex graphics 
without any surprises. 

Every ColorGATE RIP software solution can be configured freely 
corresponding to your individual requirements. In Version 10 ColorGATE 
introduces new licensing plans for its software products.

Single Host License (SHL) 
The ColorGATE Single Host License (SHL) covers all well-established 

benefits of a simple and secure licensing process for a single license, which 
can be installed and used on a single system only.
 

Multi Host License (MHL) 
The new ColorGATE Multi Host License (MHL) offers a plus of 

flexibility for your RIP Software with a simple and simultaneously secure 
licensing system. With MHL you are able to use your RIP Software on several 
systems (hosts) at the same time.

Further information about SHL and MHL can be found on our website. 

ColorGATE RIP Software

Output Management Set (OMS)
Product configuration with Output Management Sets (OMS) 

provides you considerable flexibility. OMS enables a variable, and thus 
optimal, configuration of any production environment. 
An OMS comprises of the following components:

  One printer driver available in the categories: Cat1, Cat2 or Cat3. Printer 
driver for Film- or Proofgate accordingly in the categories S, M, L or P 

  Recommended ColorGATE Ink Saver Technology, which can reduce the 
total ink costs by up to 30%. Ink Saver Technology is available for various 
printer driver 

  The latest Adobe PDF Print Engine (APPE) – with one Hotfolder and one 
Queue each

Value Pack

Value Pack is a software maintenance and support contract available with 
all ColorGATE software solution. It offers a longterm security for your 
investment in a ColorGATE RIP Software product. 

The Value Packs are distinguishable by their minimum contract term and 
their respective fee (see pages 50–53).

Ink cost savings 
with Ink Saver

without Ink Saver

INK SAVING30%



Productionserver 10

Just 5 steps to your ColorGATE RIP Software package!

Filmgate 10

Proofgate 10

PS10 Pro

PS10 Select

PS10 Ultimate

PS10 Campaign Printing

Add one or more Output Management Sets (OMS) Select Modules Add Value Pack

Cat3Cat2Cat1

Ink Saver

No Ink Saver

PS - Output Management Set(s) 12 months

24 months

36 months

Choose base product Select Single or Multi Host License

12 months

S LM

FG - Output Management Set(s)
PM LS

PG - Output Management Set(s)
optional

optional

optional

11
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Productionserver
Flex-Line

Productionserver provides access to implement highly efficient, digital 
print & proofing workflows by its modular and flexible design. Excellent 
Color Management for optimal color reproduction with neutral grey 
tones, natural skin tones and brilliant colors are based on the unique 
recalibration technique: Media Device Synchronization (MDS). Furthermore, 
Productionserver is capable of standard compliant production according 
to international standards, such as ISO 12647, G7 and ProcessStandard 
Digital (PSD).

  PS Select: The RIP software for an affordable start into the professional 
printing business. PS Select is extensible and scalable at any time. 

  PS Pro: PS Pro is designed for quality and cost-conscious users. The Cost 
Calculation Module (CCM) gives a detailed overview of the costs in terms 
of exact ink and material costs related to individual orders, a definable 
period or per printing system and forms the basis for a reliable estimate 
anytime. The Quality Assurance Module (QAM) allows verifying the color 
quality in order to ensure the best possible output quality anytime.

  PS Ultimate: The extensively equipped PS Ultimate enables print service 
providers to handle various different jobs. PS Ultimate is the ideal 
solution for extended production environments. The included Print and 
Cut workflow and the quality-proven Profiler are leading to an overall 
gain in flexibility via a wizard-guided option to profile any kind of media.

  PS Campaign Printing: Incorporates all the functions for cross-system 
and color consistent campaign printing. The eight included Adobe PDF 
Print Engines are increasing the overall RIP performance, which leads 
to significant time savings, especially while handling several print jobs 
simultaneously. Highly sophisticated print work can be processed in an 
optimal way while complying with the most important quality standards 
like ISO 12647 and PSD. The Trim Nesting Module (TNM) allows an 
automated cut workflow (Flexa, Fotoba).

Overview of PS Flex-Line products

Flexible RIP Software designed to meet individual requirements and demands for highest quality

Overview advantages:
  Easy, flexible configuration thanks to Output Management Sets (OMS) 

respectively to the requirements: number of printers, printer driver 
category

  The latest Adobe PDF Print Engine (APPE) is a permanent feature of 
every OMS version

  Ink Saver Technology – Less Ink Same Quality.  
With Ink Saver Module – the total amount of ink can be reduced by up to 
30 percent without a visible loss of quality, which also means a reduction 
of the total printing costs. Ink Saver is available for CMYK, light-color 
halftone printing systems as well as for multicolor systems. Ink Saver 
has been used successfully for several years by many customers, so we 
strongly recommend the standard equipment for an environmentally 
conscious, eco-friendly and cost effective production

“Flexibility, flexibility and flexibility – our 
company is constantly looking for new 
product offerings for our customers. 
Keeping that in mind, we have to stay 
flexible when it comes to the nature of 
the used material and that’s why we 
want to be able to profile any material 
in house on our own. On the other hand, 
a seamless print and cut workflow is 
essential for our business. We tried 
several RIP software solutions in the past 
and in the end we are impressed by the 
Productionserver Ultimate. This is where 
flexibility and quality comes 
together.”

Derek M., 
PhotoDigital,  
PS10 Ultimate

Production devices: 
 HP Latex 3500
 Fujifilm  
 Acuity HS
  Epson 

SC-P7000
  Zünd G3 

Digital 
Cutter 



5 Hotfolder 20 Hotfolder 40 Hotfolder10 Hotfolder

1x APPE RIP

Container +

Tiling

Color Replacement

Media Device Synchronization

Linearization Assistant

Quality Assurance QAM

Cost Calculation CCM

Linearization Assistant

Quality Assurance QAM

Cost Calculation CCM

Linearization Assistant

Quality Assurance QAM

Cost Calculation CCM

Color Atlas CAM

TVI Calibration TVICM

Express Profiler EPFM

Profiler PFM

Print and Cut PCM

Color Atlas CAM

TVI Calibration TVICM

Express Profiler EPFM

Profiler PFM

Print and Cut PCM

Access Control ACMAccess Control ACM

Job Backup JBMJob Backup JBM

Photo FineArt PHFMPhoto FineArt PHFMPhoto FineArt PHFM

Device Link Profiler DLPFM

Proof Standard Digital PSDM

Multicolor Profiler MCPFM

Container +

Tiling

Color Replacement

Media Device Synchronization

Container +

Tiling

Color Replacement

Media Device Synchronization

Container +

Tiling

Color Replacement

Media Device Synchronization

2x APPE RIP 4x APPE RIP 8x APPE RIP

PS10 Select PS10 Pro PS10 Ultimate PS10 Campaign Printing

Reference Profiler RPFM

Trim Nesting TNM

Cat3Cat1 Cat2

Ink Saver

No Ink Saver

Output Management Sets (OMS)

Output Management Set(s)

Output Management Set(s)

Output Management Set(s)

Output Management Set(s)

10 10 10 10

10 10

10 10
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“We have just started as online print 
provider for large format printing goods. 

With our machines an HP L26500 and 
a Mimaki CJV30, we are able to offer a 

variety of print products in our store.  
To succeed in the market we have to be 
able to guarantee a good quality while 

keeping our cost calculation stable. 
Therefore, I was looking for an easy-to-
use RIP software which can provide the 

required quality without straining my 
budget to the max. The Productionserver 

Pro meets these requirements.  
My employees can handle the customer 

orders without having any deeper 
graphic design skills with no surprises in 

terms of quality.”

Denis M., 
Operator/Head of  

a LFP Studio,  
PS10 Pro

Production 
devices:

 HP L26500
 Mimaki CJV30

Configure  RIP software online!

The product configurator on the ColorGATE Website supports you in customizing your product. Product comparisons can be obtained from the function overview. 

The concept of the Flex-Line is that the range of functions increases with next higher product, which means that each more comprehensive product includes all the features of 
the previous. An upgrade (inter version) is possible at any time.

CP
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Productionserver
Manufacturer Editions & Light

PS Manufacturer Editions

PS Light is the entry level solution. Extremely low-cost but at the same time without any loss of quality. The quality 
of the output is exactly the same, when it comes to color or content as with any other product of the PS Flex-Line 
because for every PS product the same quality components are used.

Equipped with:
  One Cat1 printer driver
  One Adobe PDF Print Engine RIP 
 Color Replacement
  One Queue and Hotfolder

PS Light

2x APPE RIP

Container +

Tiling

Color Replacement

Photo FineArt PHFM

Print and Cut PCM

Media Device Synchronization

Linearization Assistant

Quality Assurance QAM

Cost Calculation CCM

10 Hotfolder

PS10 Manufacturer Edition

PS-Cat1-OMS

Manufacturer specific driver

10

10

1 Hotfolder

Color Replacement

Media Device Synchronization

PS10 Light

PS-Cat1-OMS

An upgrade to Productionserver Flex-Line products is viable at any time.

“From a distributer’s 
point of view, PS Light has 

all the necessary functions 
for an excellent bundle 
product. High quality paired 

with a low price.”

The Productionserver Special Editions 
Version 10 can be found on our website,  
as usual.

PS Special Editions

“These RIP software 
solutions are tailored exactly 

to the printers of the respective 
manufacturers and provide 
comprehensive functionality 
at a truly outstanding price 

performance ratio!”

The PS Manufacturer Editions are geared exactly to the supported printers of the respective manufacturer for 
versatile large and wide format printing and signage printing applications. 

  Extensive features and modules at an outstanding price-performance ratio
  Excellent Color Management with optimal color reproduction
  Modular expandable at any time 
 Print and Cut Module (PCM) incl.

Available PS Manufacturer Editions
  PS Canon Edition
  PS Epson Edition
  PS HP Edition

  PS Mimaki Edition
  PS Mutoh Edition
  PS Roland Edition

The product configurator on the ColorGATE Website supports you in customizing your product. If you don’t know which product is ideal for your 
requirements you can find this out using the checkbox method. Product comparisons can be obtained from the function overview.



“The product configurator 
saved me a great deal of 

time searching through and 
comparing different RIP 

software products. I was able 
to configure my desired 
product in no time.”

IT8 7.4 Large Profiling Target ( Barbieri Spectro LFP) Page 1 of 5
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Product configurator
Configure your custom RIP software solution with our product configurator. Each of our RIP software products is characterized by its modular 
architecture and is fully expandable and can be configured for any application.

Functional overview
Use our functional overview to 
compare the different RIP software 
products. Also, the respective system 
requirements are available in the 
functional overview.

The function overview provides a quick 
and comfortable product comparison at 
a glance. At the same time, a maximum 
of 6 items can be compared. Use the 
selection menus to put together your 
individual overview which you then can download as a PDF file. 

Supported printers
With a portfolio of over a thousand 
printer drivers for the most different 
printing systems of leading 
manufacturers, ColorGATE is one of 
the world’s leading developers in 
this field. Thanks to printer driver 
list, you know immediately that your 
printers are also supported by the 
ColorGATE RIP software solutions. 

Each printer driver is categorized. 

For the Productionserver Flex-Line:
  Cat1: International marketed solvent-, eco-solvent, latex and water-

based printers with up to 2.5 m of output width
  Cat2: Covers most UV printers and many special and customized solutions
  Cat3: Is reserved for high-end systems

Film- and Proofgate printer drivers are available in the categories S, M, L 
and P.

Furthermore, you can see from the list, if the ColorGATE Ink Saver 
Technology is available for your printer.

Supported devices
Search in our list of supported devices for your favored printer, cutting 
plotter/-tables und color measuring tool.

Configure  RIP software online!

CP
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Filmgate is the worldwide leading RIP Software for chemical-free film production using inkjet printers for flexo 
printing, offset printing and screen printing in high-end quality.

 Solution for comprehensive prepress using digital printing systems
  Consistently reproducible results and maximum reliability in the production process due to unique ColorGATE MIM 

(Media Ink Metamode) technology*
  Reliable end-to-end processing of composite PDFs (PDF/X4, 5) as well as separated PDF files
  Predefined screening sets and linearizations for all popular inkjet printer series and screen rulings (up to 180 lpi)
  Innovative, integrated screening technology for almost any application areas
 –  Custom Screen: Free definition of screen angles, dot forms and line resolutions 
 –  Super Rosette 2: Sharp-edged, homogenous printed images resulting from screen angles of the highest precision
 –  Frequency Screen: Frequency modulated screen with controllable dot size 
 –  Hybrid Screen 2: Combines the advantages of the two screen technologies, Super Rosette 2 and Frequency Screen
 Full support of an unlimited number of spot colors
  Highly efficient ICC color management for color-accurate In-RIP separation
 Also available as complete package for film production:
 –  Inkjet printer, ColorGATE RIP software Filmgate, linearizations and corrections of tonal values
 –  Adequate film material: CG Reprofilm HD and CG Screenfilm Waterbased are the ideal daylight media for high-end 

screen printing production 

+

Custom Screen Super Rosette 2 Frequency Screen Hybrid Screen 2

Filmgate is available for 
Productionserver as the Film and Plate 
Module (FPM). Productionserver in 
combination with FPM, Computer to 
Screen Module (CTSM), In-RIP-Trapping 
Module (TRAPM) and Proof Standard 
Digital Module (PSDM) covers CTS-
Applications or digital proofing in 
terms of the  creation of color or screen 
binding. 

Filmgate

“We are really amazed. For our company, 
the ColorGATE solution Filmgate has 
been the ideal entry to digital printing 
services. Now we are convinced of 
the ColorGATE software potential and 
decided to upgrade to Productionserver 
to drive two additional digital 
color printers.”

Karl F., 
Screen Printing 
Service

Worldwide leading RIP software for 
chemical-free film production

*  MIM’s are linearization presets for various screening technologies, resolutions and dot shapes to let the end user start production right away with no need for time-consuming 
self-calibration processes using expensive measurement devices.

The product configurator on the ColorGATE Website supports you in customizing your product. Product comparisons can be obtained from the function overview. Additional 
information can be found in our Film & Repro Solutions brochure. 
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CG Reprofilm HD and CG Screenfilm

CG Media

As the leading solution supplier for digital imaging solutions and Color Management, ColorGATE consistently focuses on meeting all the technical 
and application-oriented challenges in relations to print heads, inks, media and digital controlling. Our goal: Excellent print results for the required 
application.

Under the seal of quality CG Media, we offer special products, of which some are exclusively manufactured by selected partners according to our 
specification for ambitious users to ensure a consistently high production quality. 

*   All stated values have been appraised in laboratory tests using the respective film on a recommended Epson inkjet system.  
Used inks: Ultrachrome HDR, K3, XD. Software: Filmgate and Productionserver + Film and Plate Module (FPM). 

Perfect daylight media for all applications – specially 
optimized for Filmgate and Productionserver

CG Reprofilm HD

The ColorGATE Reprofilm HD is a high end film that ensures optimal results 
for almost every reproduction method. Excellent print results with 
UV densities exceeding 4.0* are possible, without any loss of quality. 
Furthermore, the CG Reprofilm HD is equipped with a special coating that 
is able to absorb a maximum amount of ink by rapidly sealing the film. 
The matting will prevent any sticking of the media, so that even sensitive 
emulsions can be processed despite higher printing speeds and shorter 
drying times.

Product specifications 
  Material: transparent polyester film for dye and pigment inks, backed 

with anti-static coating 
  Thickness: 170 microns 
  Weight: 210 g/m² 
  UV density*: DmaxUV > 4.0; DminUV 0.11 
  Maximum resolution*: 180 lpi
  Optical density*: DmaxOPT 2.2 up to >3.0

CG Screenfilm Waterbased and Economy

CG Screenfilm Waterbased is the perfect daylight medium for high-end 
screen-print production and is able to deal with even large ink amounts .The 
special coating ensures excellent UV densities up to 3.5*. In addition, CG 
Screenfilm Waterbased exhibits an impressive vacuum behavior and perfect 
compatibility with all popular screen-print emulsions.

CG Screenfilm Economy can be produced at significantly lower cost due to its 
lesser thickness and thinner coating. 

Product specifications
  Material: transparent polyester film for dye and pigment inks, backed 

with anti-static coating
  Thickness: 170 microns (Economy: 150 microns)
  Weight: 210 g/m2 (Economy: 175 g/m²)
  UV density*: DmaxUV 3.5; DminUV 0.13
  Maximum resolution*: 180 lpi (Economy: 85 lpi)
  Optical density*: DmaxOPT 2.7

CP
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Proofgate is the outstanding RIP software for legal binding digital proofing based on international color standards 
such as ISO standard 12647-7, ProcessStandard Digital (PSD) and FOGRA 39 reference values for maximum color 
accuracy.

  Integrated FOGRA media wedge and evaluation with reporting function for certified proofs
  Job and workflow settings can be automated and predefined
  Latest version including integrated support for PDF/X4, PDF/X5, PostScript 3, EPS and most common bitmap file 

formats
  Easiest possible set-up, operation, proof output, evaluation and proof certification
  The package already includes all functions necessary for digital proofing
  Media Device Synchronization MDS for consistently calibrated printers of the same type even if placed at 

decentralized production sites (remote proofing)
  DeviceLink profiles included for many current international printing standards
  Easy adjustment of individual proofing system without the need of individual profile creation
  MIM-Sets (media ink metamode) with optimized DeviceLink profiles for all popular proofing standards and digital 

proof printers

Proofgate

The product configurator on the ColorGATE Website supports you in customizing your product. Product comparisons can be obtained from the function overview.

5 Hotfolder

Color Replacement

Media Device Synchronization

Linearization Assistant

Proofgate 10

Container +

Output Management Set(s)

+
Optionally available as Proof 
Standard Digital Module (PSDM) for 
Productionserver.

Digital proofing in compliance with international 
color standards

“We are using inkjet systems and 
specialized proof software for years. 
Since wé ve found Proofgate, we are 
really satisfied for the first time with 
the range of functions and the quality. 
Furthermore, this software can be 
handled by any staff member, which is  
an important criterion to us.”

Hannah B., 
HQP Media
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CG Isoproof

The best quality available on the market – at a sensational 
price: The high-end proof paper CG Isoproof demonstrates 
brilliant color reproduction and finest color nuances. Optimally 
suited for use with the water-based inkjet printers of leading 
manufacturers such as Canon, Epson and HP. CG Isoproof 
Media meet the requirements of ISO 12647-7:2013 at a 
consistently high level of quality and is certified by Fogra 
Forschungsgesellschaft Druck e.V.

 Professional contract proofs for offset and gravure printing applications
 Optimal white point – Brilliant color reproduction
 Expanded color space – ISO-coated proofs without paper simulation
 Neutral paper white – No optical brighteners
 Optimized for ColorGATE RIP Software using proof technology 

Available in grammages of 200 and 245 g/m², both in either semi-matte or 
gloss quality. Available as roll goods in many popular widths.

As the leading solution supplier for digital imaging solutions and color 
management, ColorGATE consistently focuses on meeting all the technical 
and application-oriented challenges with respect to print heads, inks, 
media and digital controlling. Our goal: Excellent print results for the 
required application.

Under the CG Media seal of quality, we offer special products, of which 
some are exclusively manufactured by selected partners according to our 
specifications for demanding users to ensure consistently high production 
quality.

In addition to the Fogra-certified CG Isoproof, ColorGATE Media program 
also includes transparent polyester films CG Reprofilm HD, CG Screenfilm 
Waterbased and CG Screenfilm Solvent for stencil production in screen 
printing while using Filmgate RIP Software.

ColorGATE distributes color 
measuring devices and 
accessories. Further information 
about Color Management Tools can be 
found on page 44 and on our website.

CP
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Direct- to-object  
decoration
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 Cans, tins, tubes
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Flexible Packaging
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 Bags & pouches
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Cardboard packaging
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 Corrugated
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Solutions for Industrial Printing

Industrial Printing 

Industrial Printing is different from Commercial Printing that the printing 
is merely one process in the overall production process that serves to 
decorate the goods produced. 

The inkjet process is often used to apply an ink or another liquid to any kind 
or shape of image carrier, which is then decorated or to which new functions 
are added. The advantages include the small production lots right down to 
the batch size of “1” as well as the option of changing décor or print image 
without having to retrofit or convert the printing systems. 

Customized products and packaging can be produced for specific target 
groups with no increase in costs. In addition, the process reduces the 
need for inventory and the number of rejects, which translates as a further 
decrease in costs and makes a positive contribution to the company’s 
environmental balance.

  Composite wood
 – LDF/MDF/HDF 
 – Laminated plywood
 – HPL
  Décor films and laminates
   Flooring and vinyl parquetry
   Edge bands for boards and 

furniture

ColorGATE offers solutions for almost all application areas: 

  Floor tiles
  Wall tiles
  Tile decoration
  Dishes, tableware

  Apparel & fabrics
  Interior textiles, homeware
  Technical textiles
  Outdoor textiles
 – Awnings
 – Sunshades
 – Garden furniture

Décor Ceramic Textiles Others

  Glass
  Wallpaper
  Plastic
  Concrete

IP
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Industrial Printing Solutions

ColorGATE provides solutions to machine manufacturers and OEMs for 
the following applications: Décor (décor paper roll-to-roll or direct-to-
board), textile, ceramic, floor tiles, wallpaper, glass printing, inline 
packaging printing (direct-to-object decoration e.g.: bottles, cans and 
other containers). These solutions can be directly integrated into existing 
production lines or installed as a separate production line. 

Our core product is the Productionserver, a modular RIP and color 
management software that is used by thousands of digital imaging end 
users all around the globe every day. We have been actively involved in the 
rapidly growing industrial printing market since its beginnings 10 years ago.

ColorGATE supports a variety of print heads made by a number of different 
manufacturers, including Fujifilm Dimatix, Konica Minolta, Kyocera, 
Ricoh, Seiko and Xaar as well as the controllers of all leading companies. 
ColorGATE also maintains strategic partnerships with important ink and 
engineering companies. The product portfolio for the industrial printing 
market is steadily enhanced and expanded. 

ColorGATE supports a wide range of print head manufacturers, such as:

Our SmartControl solution is categorized as an industrial printer operating 
system – IP OS for short, because of its ability to connect and provide full 
control over all the functions of an industrial printing system. SmartControl 
IP OS sports a modular design and is highly flexible for integration into 
different systems and application areas. 

Thanks to the know-how we have acquired from developing printer drivers 
for over 1,000 different printing systems and our close partnerships with 
the most important suppliers, our customers can take advantage of an 
effective shortcut from the planning stage to market introduction.  
We would be happy to provide you with any information and consulting you 
require on this topic in our Custom Solution approach.
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SmartControl Industrial  
Printing Operating System 

The SmartControl Industrial Printing Operating System (IP OS) comprises the control center of your printing system. The control of all the components, 
starting with the print heads, to the controllers, and right on up to the transport systems, is intelligent and easy with the SmartControl IP OS.

Furthermore, ColorGATE brings with SmartControl its RIP Software and Color Management know-how to the industrial print production, by facilitating a 
connection between an industrial inkjet printer and a RIP Software like Productionserver. This is benefical for various Industrial Printing application.

The most important features of the SmartControl IP OS include:
Comprehensive control software for all the important components of the printing system, e.g.:
  The writing system: print heads, ink supply and print head controller
 Heating and drying systems
 PLC communication to coordinate the transport systems and other peripheral devices
 Initialization of maintenance functions, such as cleaning the print heads
 Status checks, e.g. reports on ink levels, temperatures and stand-by operation
  Display and processing for other system-specific information, which is implemented as required

SmartControl can be installed on any current Windows PC or server, which means that the hardware can also be optimized and configured to suit the 
application. As a result, the purchasing and maintenance costs are optimized for the actual applications. 

The control center of your printing system

“As a manufacturer of specialized 
machinery we are engineering experts. 
The industrial surface decoration with 
inkjet systems presented new challenges 
for our team. Today we know that the 
optimal combination of print head 
technology and ink depending on the used 
substrate is crucial for a print quality, 
which can be successful on the market. We 
would prefer a universally adaptable print 
controller which is highly flexible in terms 
of adaptable print head technology, the 
number of heads and colors and which is 
able to unfold all the performance- and 
quality potentials of our 
systems.”

Konrad T., 
Head of Engineering 
Digital Printing 
Systems
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SmartControl is a client-server-based industrial printing solution, which can be adapted to 
different production environments and printing processes. The SmartControl Server takes on the 
task of preparing and distributing the high-performance printing data within the digital printing 
system and delivers them via corresponding print head controllers to the individual print heads. 
The scalable architecture supports an economical multipass as well as a high-speed single-pass 
design.

The SmartControl Server is an independent application that can be operated in master-slave 
mode distributed over several different print servers to enable the implementation of extremely 
high-powered, complex printing systems.

In addition, the SmartControl Server provides interfaces to machine control systems (PLC) to 
synchronize the feed rate and control of such supporting systems as heating and drying. 

Other advantages
  Suitable for any multi- or single-pass architecture
  In principle, the scalable master-slave architecture knows no limits as to the number of print 

heads that can be controlled 
  Support for a wide range of different print head manufacturers: Fujifilm Dimatix, Konica 

Minolta, Kyocera, Ricoh, Seiko Infotec and XAAR as well as for all controllers made by leading 
manufacturers

  Stand-alone use is possible, even independently of SmartControl Touch, for completely 
automated use or in combination with an individual frontend connection

  Optimum supply, synchronization of the print heads with printing data from the RIP Software, 
e.g. through the seamless integration of the Productionserver or the connection of third-party 
solutions 

SmartControl Server and Touch 
Scalable and adaptable printer software for any area of application

SmartControl Touch provides a flexible machine frontend, which can be individually customized 
for the area of application.

With SmartControl Touch, individual human-machine interfaces (HMI) are realized, which as a 
rule are controlled by the system operator using a touchscreen and provide all the application-
relevant functions. 

Other advantages
 Secure communication between the SmartControl Server and SmartControl Touch via TCP/IP
 Display of all relevant information and control options on the user interface:
 – Information: Ink levels, maintenance intervals for the printing system, print preview, etc.
 –  Control options: Stopping the transport system, activating the heating and drying systems, 

and much more

IP
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The range of features of the Industrial Productionserver Lab Edition is based on our 
long years of experience as well as on the feedback from our users from a wide variety of 
different industrial print application sectors. The JDF Interface Module (JDFM) and the 
Media and Light Profiler Module (MLPFM) are are included in Productionserver Lab Edition.

We have combined the highest-quality components currently available on the market with our own know-how 
in this RIP Software to guarantee consistent color reproduction and specially designed for use in industrial 
production at maximum productivity. 

The Adobe PDF Print Engine (APPE) is currently the fastest, highest-quality rendering platform for demanding 
graphics products. As a result, the combination of Productionserver and APPE delivers consistent graphics data 
in highest quality and high speed to the printing system. 

Industrial PS10 Lab Edition also exhibits excellent Color Management for consistent color reproduction, 
proof functions as well as the generic industrial inkjet driver to support all industrial printing systems and 
applications. 
 

Industrial Productionserver  
Lab Edition
Premium components gathered in one RIP Software 
for excellent Color Management, proof and consistent 
print quality
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Other features and advantages
  Based on Windows, the world’s leading computer platform, thus making it future-proof and easy to implement 
  Prepared for use in combination with industrial printing control software, such as SmartControl IP OS
  Special software adaptation to industrial applications, such as flight time compensation for printing on 

bottles or cans as well as support of any combination of spot colors 
  Easy, convenient integration of variable data (e.g. QR codes) via the VDP Creator
  Direct connection to web shops and secure data import (PDF) 

This generic printer driver can be configured to produce print data (1-bit or multilevel) for virtually all possible 
ink configurations and resolutions in common file formats. The integrated Profiler Suite (PFS) enables the 
production of color-accurate printing data with Productionserver from all usual graphics documents. Industrial 
PS Lab Edition also delivers all the functions required to check industrial printing systems early in the 
development process with respect to printing quality and color accuracy in a test procedure, taking different 
ink configurations into account, in particular. Faulty prepress or printing data preparation as causes for quality 
problems can be eliminated early through the use of the Industrial PS Lab Edition, thus effectively reducing 
often time-consuming and expensive error diagnostics.

In addition to the generic industrial inkjet driver, ColorGATE also offers system 
and application-specific development services for industrial printing systems. 
This includes the development of individual printer drivers for the printing 
system concerned to take optimum advantage of the corresponding system 
specifications. Expanded functions relevant to the application can also be 
integrated into the driver.

Individual development services for industrial 
printing systems

Many different functions and modules can be added to the Industrial PS10 Lab Edition to customize 
it even more closely to specific production requirements. 

A complete list can be found on our website.

RIP Software extensions for Industrial Printing PS10 Lab Edition

IP
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Décor Productionserver

Décor Productionserver is a modular workflow and Color Management solution aligned to digital décor printing with industrial digital printing systems  
of all leading manufacturers.

Challenges and benefits

Some of the main challenges in digital décor printing are:

  Attainment of optimal image quality which stands every comparison to 
conventional printing processes in terms of quality

  Ensuring a maximum color consistency in order to reproduce décors even 
after months or years without any visible deviation

  Detection and compensation of color tolerances in raw materials such 
as base materials, papers, primers, inks with routine Color Management 
procedures

  Securing a performant data processing, so even high resolution and 
extremely large files can be processed seamlessly

Décor Productionserver is dedicated to digital décor printing with 
industrial digital printing systems of all leading manufacturers with the 
following performance characteristics: 

  More processing efficiency through optimal reproduction quality and a 
maximum color consistency

  Developed for an automated in-line operation by a maximal technical 
availability and a high performance 

  Contains application-oriented functions and procedures for all 
requirements in digital décor printing

  Modular extendable an scalable in terms of performance
  Companionship and technical assistance through competent support

Together with Rapid Spectro Cube (RSC) our extremely fast color 
measurement system and Colorrizer, a new process-optimized coloration 
software program for industrial digital the design and collection 
development is already done in the working color space of the digital 
production system so that the process-dependent printer gamuts are  
taken into account and fully exploited directly in the design process.  
In this combination Décor Productionserver is able to surveil and control 
the entire working process from design creation, via profiling right up to 
the final print production.

Would you like to learn more?
We will be happy to advise you 
which Décor Productionserver 
configuration is the best for 
your application and would be 
glad if you contact us via our 
contact form. 
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Applications

  Composite wood
 – LDF/MDF/HDF 
 – Laminated plywood
 – HPL
  Décor films and laminates
   Flooring and vinyl parquetry
   Edge bands for boards and furniture

Technical highlights

  Converts conventional production and design data to digital printing 
purposes 

 Extensive positioning and grouping tools for all layout requirements
  Integrated ICC Color Management with quality-assuring and recalibration 

functions (QAM & MDS)
  Profiler Suite (PFS) for comfortable, assistant-guided creation of ICC, 

DeviceLink and reference profiles
  Gamut Viewer for a visual (2D/3D) and metrical assessment as well as 

comparison of color spaces
  Optional: n-Color profiling for accurate color characterization of the 

digital printing system
  Automated generation of reference and soft proof profiles which can be 

used in all design applications (even if n-Color is not supported)
  Conversion of 1-Bit TIFF engraver data with all functions to freely 

combine and further process these files 

IP
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Packaging Productionserver

ColorGATE offers with Packaging Productionserver a performance optimized RIP and Color Management Software for direct decoration of containers, 
flexible packaging and cardboard packaging in an industrial scale. This comprehensive and automatable solution ensures cost-efficient digital 
print production with optimal color reproduction and easy-to-use functions for all requirements in high-quality packaging printing. Packaging 
Productionserver is of modular design and can be extended per demand or scaled in terms of processing speed. 

Challenges and benefits

Some of the main challenges in digital packaging printing are:

  Efficient production of small to medium print runs
  Color accurate printing on non-standardized materials for best possible 

image quality, precise spot color reproduction as well as the control of 
special inks such as primer, white, metallic and varnish

  Accurate and fast processing of extensive documents with variable data 
(e.g. PDF-VT)

  Control of variable and non-standardized process components, such 
as substrates with varying white- point values as well as with non-
standardized inks and their respective behavior in the printing system. 

  Color quality control and re-calibration functions for color consistent 
print production

Would you like to learn more?
We will be happy to advise 
you which Packaging 
Productionserver configuration 
is the best for your application 
and would be glad if you 
contact us via our contact 
form. 

Packaging Productionserver is a complete workflow, RIP and Color 
Management solution dedicated to digital packaging printing with the 
following performance characteristics: 

  Optimal processing speed, which can be scaled in consideration of the 
requirements for an economical production of small to medium print 
runs, by omitting set-up times and minimizing rejects

  Precise data preparation for excellent image quality, accurate spot colors 
and high color consistency 

  Contains application-oriented functions and procedures for all 
requirements in digital packaging printing

  Automatable and adaptable to existing production workflows
  Companionship and technical assistance through competent support

Together with Rapid Spectro Cube (RSC) our extremely fast color 
measurement system Packaging Productionserver is able to surveil and 
control the entire working process from design creation, via profiling right 
up to the final print.
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Technical highlights

  Speed optimized output of multipage and PDF-VT files
  Extensive print jobs can now be ripped, color managed and screened into 

the output resolution at the same time without causing any delays for the 
outputting system

  Exact processing of spot color incl. delta E prediction for optimal 
reproduction of brand colors, logos and spot colors

  Accurate PDF interpretation powered by the latest Adobe PDF Print 
Engine 

  Deviations in the substrate coloring or viewing illuminants can be 
compensated

  JDF Interface Module (JDFM) for direct data exchange with workflow 
systems and for the integration with productions planning or  
MIS systems

  Optional: Fully automated creation of control information for contour 
label cutting 

Direct- to-object 
decoration 
 Bottles, glasses
 Cans, tins, tubes
 Containers

Applications

Cardboard packaging
 Cartons
 Corrugated

IP
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Ceramic Productionserver

ColorGATE’s Ceramic Productionserver functions as a central print data management system and accomplishes by that the highest process efficiency from 
design to the final ceramic product. The digital end-to-end workflow offers a secure import and conversion (n-Color) of designs and color data as well as 
the creation of separations with 3–8 channels. 

Challenges and benefits

Some of the main challenges in digital décor printing are:

  Often changing and non-standardized process elements (ceramic raw 
materials, engobes, glazes, inks printing systems etc.)

  Comprehensive production workflows from storage right up to calibration 
of the firing temperature

Would you like to learn more?
We will be happy to 
advise you which Ceramic 
Production server configuration 
is the best for your application 
and would be glad if you 
contact us via our contact 
form. 

Ceramic Productionserver is a complete workflow and Color Management 
solution especially for digital ceramic printing with the following 
performance characteristics: 

  More processing efficiency though enhanced color consistency from the 
design right up to the final product and decreased waste production

  Contains application-oriented functions and procedures for all 
requirements in digital ceramic printing

  Closes gaps in digital workflows by offering a color correct preview of 
multicolor and multichannel data

  Transfer of know-how to end users for the processes stages design 
creation and production

  Companionship and technical assistance through competent support

Together with Rapid Spectro Cube (RSC) our extremely fast color 
measurement system and Colorrizer, the colorization and print design 
software in the color space of the industrial production system, Ceramic 
Productionserver is able to surveil and control the entire working process 
from design creation, via profiling right up to the final print.
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Technical highlights

  Support of nearly all ceramic printing systems available on the market
  Central print data management system for highest process efficiency from 

the design to the final ceramic product
  Processing of all common file formats as well as multichannel data (Adobe 

Photoshop PSD and PSB files) with color correct preview
  Creation of separations and print data for ceramic printers for ceramic 

printers from nearly all manufacturers with arbitrary color combinations 
from 3–8 channels

  Comes with linearization and profiling tools especially designed for the 
application in ceramic printing

  Reduction of the used ink through the unique Ink Saver technology for 
optimization of consumable costs and for an increased process stability

  Analysis tools with preview functions for the selection of suitable color 
combinations for design production

  n-Color-based Color Management enables an automatic conversion of 
edited designs for a production line A into the output color space n of 
production line B

  Floor tiles
 Wall tiles
 Tile decoration
 Dishes, tableware

Applications

IP
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Textile Productionserver

ColorGATE offers with Textile Productionserver a performance-optimized RIP and Color Management software for all applications in digital textile printing. 
This includes the support of printing devices for sublimation processes as well as industrial textile processes for natural, synthetic and mixed fabrics using 
reactive or pigment inks for direct printing.

Challenges and benefits

Some of the main challenges in digital textile printing are:

  The best possible reproduction and color impression of the given design, 
which best matches the designers intention on one hand and which can 
be realized with a given production environment on the other hand

  The controlled handling of non-standardized process elements (varying 
substrates of nonwoven and knitted fabrics made from synthetic and/or 
natural fibers as well as ink technologies and color combinations)

  The maximal gamut utilization of freely combinable multichannel ink 
systems

  High requirements on color consistency for reprints or complete repeat 
productions 

  Consideration of functional characteristics of textile printing in the 
coloration process (print recipe) such as: through-printing, haptics, light 
fastness and washing durability

  High productivity 
  Simple handling and automation
  Comprehensive production processes from pre-treatment right up to post 

processing 

Textile Productionserver is a modular RIP and Color Management solution 
to service all digital textile printing applications. In conjunction with the 
Colorrizer software a complete workflow from the colorization up to the 
takeover of automated digital print production is provided.

Would you like to learn more?
We will be happy to advise you 
which Textile Productionserver 
configuration is the best for 
your application and would be 
glad if you contact us via our 
contact form. 

Supported are all leading digital printing devices as well as all application 
areas within industrial textile printing.

Textile Productionserver has the following performance characteristics: 
 
  Optimal processing speed, which can be scaled in consideration of the 

requirements for an economical production of small to medium print 
runs, by omitting set-up times and minimizing rejects

  Precise data preparation for excellent image quality, accurate coloration 
and high color consistency 

  Contains application-oriented functions and procedures for all 
requirements in digital textile printing

  Adds a plus an efficiency to the overall process from the design right up 
to the finished product though enhanced color consistency and minimal 
rejects

  Automatable and adaptable to existing production workflows
  Companionship and technical assistance through competent support

Together with Rapid Spectro Cube (RSC) our extremely fast color 
measurement system and Colorrizer, the colorization and print design 
software in the color space of the industrial production system, Textile 
Productionserver is able to surveil and control the entire working process 
from design creation, via profiling right up to the final print.
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Technical highlights

  Processing of all common file formats as well as multichannel files (Adobe 
Photoshop PSD and PSB files) with color correct preview

  n-Color-based Color Management with quality assuring and recalibration 
functions (QAM & MDS)

  aNy Color Profiler for the comfortable assistant-guided creation of 
multicolor, ICC, DeviceLink and reference profiles with up to 8 color 
channels

  Gamut Viewer for the visual (2D/3D) and metrical assessment as well as 
comparison of color spaces

  Deviations in the fabrics coloring and the illuminant can be compensated
  JDF Interface Module (JDFM) for direct data exchange with workflow 

systems and for the integration with productions planning or  
MIS systems

  Adoption of production and design data from conventional printing 
processes into the digital production

  Apparel & fabrics
  Interior textiles, homeware
  Technical textiles
  Outdoor textiles
 – Awnings
 – Sunshades
 – Garden furniture

Applications

IP
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Colorrizer

ColorGATE now presents Colorrizer: a process-optimized coloration software program for industrial digital printing especially for Ceramic, Décor, Interior 
Design and Textile. With Colorrizer, the design and collection development is already done in the working color space of the digital production system so 
that the process-dependent printer gamuts are taken into account and fully exploited directly in the design process. This procedure optimizes the process 
from the design to the digital industrial printing production and leads to significant production time and cost savings.

Coloration and print design in the color space of 
industrial production systems

Benefits and functions

  Highly precise, powerful coloration software  
– Import of PSD files from Adobe Photoshop  
– Automatic color conversion and display in the maximum working color space 
– Import function for ACB files and color libraries 
– Import of 1- or 8-Bit data from conventional printing methods

  Color correct soft proofing (on the monitor)  
– Preventing “flying color-blind”  
– In connection with RIP Software, e.g. Productionserver print out of production valid proofs on paper are possible

  Color-accurate multi channel coloration on-the-fly
  Accurately specified and consistent color recipes via LAB color model
  Creation of step-and-repeat pattern incl. drops 

– Lengthwise conversion in RIP Software, e.g. Productionserver

Décor Textiles Ceramic Wallpaper

Further information 
about Colorrizer incl. video 

can be found on our website.
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Digital printing processes are now being used more and more frequently in textile printing 
as well as in the print production of products for interior design.

Industrial inkjet technology, for example, is used to decorate surfaces of flooring, such as 
parquet and laminate, furniture and other wood-like materials.

90% of the wall and floor tiles made in Europe are already being produced with ceramic 
digital printing systems. The advantages of digital production printing systems for 
smaller print runs and shorter run lengths with changing designs also come into play for 
the creation of such textiles for interior design as curtains, furniture fabrics, rugs and 
bedding.

ColorGATE now presents Colorrizer, new colorization software designed to generate 
colorways with a color-accurate preview on the monitor (soft proof) and to create step-
and-repeat patterns for all these applications.

For all applications in Textile Printing and Interior Design

Colorrizer is able to transform previously 
complicated color matching into more 
efficient processes.

Simple and color-accurate design creation.

Simple 
change 

of designs

Color-accurate multi channel 

coloration – on-the-fly

IP
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VDP Creator (VDP, Variable Data Printing) is a low-cost and extremely easy 
to use software solution for Variable Data Printing that is ideal for print 
service providers in large and wide format printing (LFP).

With this comprehensive stand-alone design software users create 
professional individualized artworks of static and variable elements in 
minutes via the clear structured and intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) 
without requiring any in-depth graphic design or graphic software skills.

Through a variety of professional functions even cmplex data structures 
and layouts can be simply merged by drag-and-drop, e.g. text, images, 
graphics, barcodes, QR codes etc. A multiple user support allows different 
users to work with one software license. 

Current In-RIP and stand-alone solutions for VDP available in the LFP 
market usually possess only limited basic functions or are very expensive. 
External solutions are mostly just available as plug-in for graphic design 
software (Adobe InDesign/Acrobat). Users need to acquire an extensive 
knowledge in handling these tools. Therefore, VDP Creator from ColorGATE 
is unique in its form and functions and covers the entire prepress process.

Highlights

  Full featured stand-alone product at lowest entry costs
  Including an intuitive graphical user interface (GUI) and editor
 –  No other graphic design software is required 
 –  Easy to use drag-and-drop functionality enables very fast creation of 

VDP print jobs
  Support of all relevant data base structures
  Supports of all common graphic input formats
  Full support of spot colors
  Integrated barcode and QR code generator
  Support for PDF/VT output 
  Multiple user license (multiple users can work with one software license, 

but only one user has the rights to print)
  Perfect in combination with ColorGATE Productionserver 
  Attractive pay-per-print model
  Buy as you go model with low investment 

VDP Creator
Variable Data Printing for Large and 
Wide Format Printing

“Key to our success with variable 
data printing was the ease-of- use of 
the ColorGATE solution. Everyone in 
our company is able to produce VDP 
content and we can print it on any 
device.”

Joanne D., 
Universal Color 
Experts
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VDP Creator and Productionserver 

VDP Creator harmonizes perfectly with the Productionserver. Combining 
VDP Creator and ColorGATE RIP Software ensures at any time for any 
printed product that is produced:
  Highest color accuracy
  Color consistency/repeatability 
  Special colors handling (white, silver, varnish, primer)
  Shapes and finishing

Areas of application

In addition to classical application areas especially the following 
applications are served:
  Digital Label Printing
  Signs & displays
  Promotional/advertising items

Advantages of using VDP Creator

Production
  Easy and cost-efficient VDP solution for Large and Wide Format Printing
  Optimization of the production times of variable data documents
  High-speed printing
  Reduction of production costs

Graphic 
  Preservation of spot colors independently of the print  

(When using a virtual driver or when saving as PDF)
  Objects can be set with a rectangle shaped border, which can be colored 

with a spot color to generate basic cut lines (no free hand or round 
objects possible)

  Printing through ColorGATE virtual printer driver to directly create 
templates for the actual printer size

Users
 Quick and easy to learn operation for beginners
  Comprehensive professional functions for experts
  Dynamic E-learning tools available
  Extremely user friendly design interface 
  Intuitive drag-and-drop operation and simple layout creation

IP
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PrintProcessLab (PPL)

PPL Main Frame
Base system to connect the modular 
components.

Modular inkjet testing and simulation system for 
digital print system development

ColorGATE offers as exclusive solutions partner of n-art-m the new PrintProcessLab (PPL). PPL is a testing and simulation system to simplify and fasten the 
process development in digital industrial inkjet printing. It allows to perform detailed print head and ink compatibility tests. With PPL functions of digital 
printing systems can be proved and examined such as continuous operation, different jetting distances regarding the substrate and the overall printing 
speed.

“The advantages are obvious: 
elaborate tests and simulations of 
printing processes and results can be 
carried out early and independently 
from an actual printing system with a 
true-to-scale system.”
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Fields of application

 Reference prints
 Ink tests
 Substrate tests
 Continuous operation tests
 Nozzle tests
 Development of cleaning procedures
 Adhesive properties of a substrate

Highlights

   Direct access to a complete writing system
   Comprehensive ink and substrate compatibility testing
   Suitable for various inks, print heads and media types
   Analysis of process requirements close to actual conditions
   Monitoring of
 – Print head properties
 – Print head temperature
 – Ink debris at print head
   Determination of optimal print condition
 – Continuous operation tests
 – Nozzle checks
 – Sample prints
   High flexibility, modular expandable

Test and simulation scenarios

   Optimal printing temperature per substrate
   Optimal media surface temperature
   Optimal jetting distance, drying times and properties
   Adhesion properties of substrates 

PPL Base Station Inkjet-Cassette 50
Connects up to 4 Inkjet-Cassetts 50 with 
PrintProcessLab. 

PPL Docking Station Inkjet-Cassette 100
Connects one Inkjet-Cassette 100 with 
PrintProcessLab.

Components

Inkjet-Cassette 50
Complete printing system incl. print head 
Ricoh MH5420/MH5440 (Gen 5).

Inkjet-Cassette 100
Complete printing system incl. print head 
Kyocera KJ4A/KJ4B.

Further information about PPL and its components can be found on our website. 

IP
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Custom Solutions 

The challenge in the development of industrial inkjet printing systems 
lies in the customized choice of the different components, such as print 
heads, controllers and software as well as their application-oriented 
integration with correlation to the specific requirements for printing 
quality, productivity, along with the ability to integrate them into existing 
production processes. 

Even though digital printing technology was already in use some 10 years 
ago, this market has just begun to take off recently because the quality 
required by industry is now available in combination with acceptable 
productivity.

Interested parties with innovative ideas for the industrial use of digital 
printing often see themselves confronted with many new questions, e.g.: 
  Which components have to be connected and how with one another to 

guarantee the optimum performance of the printing system?
  How can a project like this be actually implemented and what external 

support is useful?
 How can the printing quality be optimized and kept constant?

With its Custom Solutions, ColorGATE offers an individually created, 
multistage range of solutions, beginning with seminars and right on up to 
“color-centric” project assistance. 

Customized know-how transfer to reduce development time

Custom Solutions Services

Interested parties can book a beginner’s seminar for the specific transfer 
of know-how at ColorGATE, during which ColorGATE experts explain the 
most important components and project steps for the development of 
an industrial printing system. The seminar contents can be individually 
adapted as needed.

Possible topics and contents
  Components of an industrial printing system: print heads, controllers, 

software, drying, transport
 Introduction to Color Management and the Prepress workflow 
  Interdependence of the individual components and the materials to be 

printed, objects (substrates) and inks
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Multistage Project Assistance

   Specifications
Depending on the target market for 
the printing system in the planning, 
important decision are made during 
the specifications phase with respect 
to the components required, such 
as print heads, the corresponding 
controllers and the inks used. 
Determining factors, such as the 
productivity desired and the printing 
quality that can be achieved, are 
decided on at this point. 

During this phase, ColorGATE offers:
  Know-how transfer for: substrates 

treatment, the right coordination 
of print heads, controllers and 
inks, etc.

  On the basis of the production 
processes to be planned, Color-
GATE experts point out possible 
problems and offer the appropriate 
solutions 

   Conceptual phase
After the specifications have been 
determined, the project is launched 
into the conceptual phase. In addi-
tion to requesting offers for the 
individual components, training 
plans and time schedules for test 
procedures are also drawn up. 

ColorGATE’s offer for the conceptual 
phase:
  Requesting offers for the print-

ing system components required: 
print heads, controllers, software, 
inks, drying systems

  Tried-and-tested components from 
industrial partners can be recom-
mended on the basis of extensive 
experience in the development 
and delivery of digital printing 
systems

  Preparation of a proof of concept
  Preparation of an overall calcula-

tion or partial calculation for spe-
cific component parts or software 
components

  Preparation of time schedules for 
tests, e.g. with respect to the pro-
ductivity of the printing system 
in connection with the printing 
quality desired 

  Training courses for the system 
operators

   Implementation
During this phase, we offer custom-
ized project assistance in type and 
scope. Many projects get lost in the 
dynamics of implementation and 
integration. The implementation 
partners involved all speak their own 
language and interpret the task in a 
different way.

Our professional implementation 
assistance is targeted and specific to 
minimize the project risk.

   Testing
Once the printing system has been 
completed, there are still test 
procedures required, some of which 
are relevant to the approval process, 
before the system startup. We set 
up and conduct these tests for you 
from beginning to end or assist you 
in doing so. 

    System startup and  
after-sales services

We support you during this important 
phase with the following offers:
 Introduction and setup support
 User training courses
 Operating recommendations
  Development of process recom-

mendations and requirements 
  Development of emergency con-

cepts and operating manuals
 Remote-support concepts

and also in the final definition of 
workflows.

During the course of multistage project assistance, ColorGATE also offers, in addition to its know-how, its industry-wide contacts to component manufacturers and mechanical engineers to take an 
industrial printing system to market readiness quickly, easily and with competence.

1 2 3 4 5

IP
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Color Management Tools

The Rapid Spectro Cube is an all-in-one Color Management solution for the creation of ICC profiles especially in industrial digital printing 
applications. It contains an ultrafast color measurement system and software for ICC profiling.

Solutions for Professional Color Management

ColorGATE distributes color measuring devices and accessories for professional color management purposes to create color profiles for digital imaging, 
prepress and digital printing. The portfolio contains the ColorGATE Rapid Spectro Cube (RSC) and the solutions of the leading manufacturers Barbieri 
electronic and X-Rite whose products perfectly harmonize with ColorGATE RIP Software solutions.  

Extremely fast color measuring and profiling for industrial digital printing applications

Color by
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Highlights
  Maximum substrate size 600x600 mm, substrate thickness 80 mm
  Maximum target size 450x450 mm
  Processing of 10,000 patches per target
  Measuring extremely small objects is possible, minimum patch size 1 mm
  Simple measurement and processing of complex substrates due to the 

high-resolution sensor:
 –  Non-white/tinted or colored substrates: e.g. corrugated, leather, 

wood, ceramics
 –  Translucent substrates: e.g. backlit-materials, glass, high gloss 

ceramic tiles and décor panels
 –  Structured substrates: e.g. carpets, leather, textiles, ceramic tiles
  Creation of high-quality ICC profiles (CMYK, RGB, aNyColor)
  Easy to transport in a flight case (32 kg), setup-time only 5 min from 

deployment to the first measurement

Delivery contents
 Rapid Spectro Cube measurement unit
 Software for target generation and ICC profiling
 Flight case
 Value Pack 365 software maintenance and support contract
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Rapid Spectro Cube vs. Standard Spectrophotometer
Complete target measurement vs. Patch-by-Patch measurement

Rapid Spectro Cube 
Complete target measurement

Standard Spectrophotometer
Patch-by-Patch measurement

Typical spectrophotometers for graphical applications are specialized 
to read the single patches of printed media in a standard compliant way 
according to their fixed illumination and sensor geometry. They apply low-
resolution sensors which make the process very time-consuming and it may 
lead to incorrect measurements of structured or translucent or reflective 
surfaces, with the consequence that obtained measurement data is useless 
for accurate color management.
 
The RSC, however, with its high-resolution sensor technology is able to read 
a large surface at once and provides accurate measurement results, even 
for surfaces that are difficult to measure to characterize them precisely. In 
doing so, the reading method of the RSC corresponds to the actual color 
impression of the human eye.

“What you see is what you get – measure like your own eyes”

Target on substrate Final print on substrate

Target on substrate Final print on substrate
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X-Rite

X-Rite is the global leader in color science and technology. The company develops, manufactures, markets and supports innovative color solutions through 
measurement systems, software, color standards and services.

Our portfolio includes a wide range of accessories as well as their range 
of spectrophotometers in exclusive ColorGATE editions which include a 
device driver for ColorGATE RIP Software.
 i1Basic Pro 2
 i1Photo Pro 2
 i1Publish Pro 2
 i1iO
 i1iSis

i1Pro 2
Beside various professional X-Rite solutions such as i1Photo Pro 2 and 
i1Publish Pro 2 especially spectrophotometer i1Basic Pro 2 is available in 
an exclusive ColorGATE edition. With the new i1Pro 2 solutions X-Rite sets 
standards in color calibration and color profiling. i1Pro 2 solutions are the 
completely redesigned of i1Pro solutions. They are characterized by an 
improved economic viabiliy, efficiency and accuracy. A precise and accurate 
Color Measurement as well as a precise calibrated and profiled devices 
and systems are essential to the creative workflow. Display on monitors, 
projectors, in proofs or online must have the same appearance of the real 
image file. Otherwise, customers will not be satisfied with the results.

i1iO
Automate your color workflow and extend the value of your i1Pro. The i1iO  
is a robotic, automatic chart reading system that is designed to work 
with all i1Pro devices, whether an original or second generation 
spectrophotometer. It’s ideal for photographers, designers, and printers 
who want to speed up and automate the measurement process and eliminate 
manual strip reading.

i1Basic Pro 2Calibration with i1iO
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ColorGATE Services

To registered users and authorized distributors ColorGATE offers versatile services, support and consulting to enable them: to expand markets, improve 
quality, increase productivity and maintain their competitive advantages.

Consulting and guidance

We support registered customers and sales partners on all topics such 
as Color Management (color enhancement and color consistency), 
standardization of printing results, quality control, optimization and 
automation of production workflows etc.

Certification
ColorGATE carries out trainings and audit for the certification for the 
ProcessStandard Digital (PSD) of the Fogra e.V. With the PSD certification 
print service providers acquire an extensive knowledge and practical 
skills, which sets them apart from their competition and ensures but also 
documents a high quality as well as competence. By the ColorGATE guidance 
service print service providers are prepared in an optimal way for the final 
examination audits of the Fogra.

Selection of a suitable software solution for individual customers
Practical assistance in the analysis, optimization and automation of 
production processes and systems (output, job, color and workflow 
management).

Resource savings
Practical advice on cost efficiency and implementation of cost-reducing 
resources.
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Installation

Our sales partners will assist customers in installing and setting up 
ColorGATE software solutions and extensions. Tips and tricks for best use 
and adjustment of the product purchased in the respective production 
environment are also included. Complex installations will be also seen 
through by ColorGATE experts if necessary.

Technical support

Our sales partners and the ColorGATE product experts are committed to 
support customer requests competent and as quickly as possible e.g. via 
ColorGATE hotline/remote support. Support services are complemented by 
the unique ColorGATE web support, support forum and telephone support.

ColorGATE offers customized creation of MIMs (Media-Ink-Metamode) and 
development of ICC profiles for new devices, media and applications as a 
chargeable service.

Training

We have designed customized trainings which are carried out by our trainers 
and product specialists. In addition to product-specific information we also 
teach practical approaches to master specific challenges in our training. We 
respond to individual needs and requirements arising from the production 
environment of the participants. Our trainings have a strong workshop 
character, so that processes can be practiced  
according to the individual requirements.

Profiling and MIM creation

“A decision for a RIP software is a long 
time commitment. Therefore, we 

are interested in a safeguard for our 
investment and we’ve found it in  

a Value Pack.” 

Andrea R., 
Accounting

Additional technical information and handling advice for our software 
solutions can be found in our ColorGATE TechBlog:
blog.colorgate.com
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The successfully launched software maintenance and support program 
Value Pack secures the investment of Value Pack customers into 
ColorGATE software product for the longer run. 

The Value Pack is a full-fledged software maintenance and support contract 
which gives the licensee access to all updates and upgrades for a yearly fee. 
Additionally, Value Pack customers will gain preferred treatment in the case 
of support issues – remote support included without extra charges.

Therefore, the RIP Software will always be up-to-date which is leading 
to reduced production downtimes based on e.g. errors or compatibility 
problems. 

Benefits of the Value Pack service:
  Possibility to upgrade to higher products within a version (inter-version 

upgrade) with a discount of 20%
  Free exchange of a printer or cutting device driver within the current 

category (Cat 1–3, S, M, L or P) is possible
  Free trial period (4 weeks) for all modules
  Purchase of additional licenses (base products: Productionserver, Film- 

or Proofgate) with a discount of 20%

Value Pack 365

Based on the feedback from our end users and sales partners we have 
decided to enhance our Value Pack program with an autorenewal-free 
alternative. Value Pack 365 has a fixed term of 365 days and expires after 
that for good. End users have the option to agree to a Value Pack 365 again 
or to switch to one of the more favorable Value Pack alternatives 1, 2 or 3.

Therefore, the Value Pack 365 can be recommended to those who want to 
try ColorGATE and the Value Pack and its advantages without an ongoing 
obligation. 

  Contains all services of the Value Packs 1–3
  No auto renewal, fixed term 1 year

Value Pack
Secure your Investment
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  Full-fledged software maintenance and support contract
  Automatic access (no automatic installation) to all upgrades and updates 

within the respective Value Pack period
  Preferential treatment of all support requests – Web support and Remote 

support
  Possibility to upgrade to higher products within a version (inter-version 

upgrade) with a discount of 20%
  Free exchange of a printer or cutting device driver within the current 

category (Cat1, Cat2, Cat3, S, M, L or P) is possible
  Free trial period (4 weeks) for all modules
  Purchase of additional licenses (base products: Productionserver, Film- 

or Proofgate) with a discount of 20%

Value Pack benefits at a glance

Contact us for you individual Step-up Value Pack offer.
If you are interested you can use our free call-back service. Just visit www.colorgate.com/contact 
and fill out the contact form as well as a time-frame in which you would like to be contacted by us.
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Value Pack overview 

Our recommendation: Value Pack 1

The cost is 15 % for the minimum term of 12 months based on the total license value (base product plus all RIP Software extensions). In the case of a 
contract renewal of the Value Pack 1, the fixed percentage is to be paid, which is 15 % as cited in the initial contract for the total license value (base 
product plus all RIP Software extensions) based on the list price valid at the time of respective billing. The minimum duration is 12 months and will 
be automatically extended for another 12 months at 15 % of the total license value (base products plus all RIP Software extensions) if it hasn’t been 
canceled 3 months before expiry.

In the following chart you can find all Value Packs in an overview:

Free access to all updates and upgrades
Preferential support
20% discount when upgrading to a higher product 
within a version (inter-version upgrade)
Free exchange of a printer or cutting device driver 
within the current category
Free trial period for modules (4 weeks)
20% discount when purchasing additional base 
products (Productionserver, Film- and Proofgate)
Duration
Automatic contract renewal*
Costs












Value Pack 1 Value Pack 365 Value Pack 2 Value Pack 3

12 months 1 year 24 months 36 months

15% of the 
license value

18% of the 
license value

27% / 13,5% of 
the license value

36% / 12% of  
the license value



















No










NoNo

“The ColorGATE Value Pack offers a long 
term production security. I’m now 
able to secure and to future-proof my 
software via a maintenance and support 
contract. So far, we’ve only had this kind 
of contracts for our printing systems.  
For our company this matters a lot, 
because of the increased predictability 
and security especially through the 
included remote support.”

Denis M., 
Operator/Head of  
a LFP Studio,  
PS10 Pro
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1. Production safety 
Why should my RIP Software always be up-to-date? 
Over 70% of incoming support requests are based 
on the usage of outdated software. The Value Pack 
will keep your RIP Software always up-to-date and 
while doing so, it will raise your production safety 
noticeably.

2. Compatibility
Why is it so important to ensure the compatibility 
to the most common input data formats, f.i. to 
Adobe software products?
Especially in the digital imaging sector it is crucial 
to render the well-established file formats as 
correctly as possible. With the Value Pack you will 
always have access to the latest version of the 
Adobe PDF Print Engine (APPE) to process all data 
from software such as Photoshop (PSD) or Adobe 
Acrobat (PDF) exactly in the way they are shown 
on the monitor (e.g. Adobe 
Acrobat).

3. Remote support
What is so extraordinary about remote support?
After your permission, a ColorGATE’s Technical 
Service expert is able to log into your systems by 
remote, to analyze and solve the existing problem 
in a timely manner. This support method is more 
efficient and faster than email or telephone support 
and is preferably available to Value Pack customers.

4. Additional bargains
Do I receive additional benefits with a Value Pack 
contract, e.g. price advantages while purchasing 
additional licenses?
If you have a Value Pack you will have additional 
benefits. For example, discount of 20% is granted 
in a case of an inter version upgrade or when 
purchasing additional base licenses of ColorGATE 
RIP Software products. Furthermore, you can 
change a driver for a print or cutting device and 
test our extensive range of modules for four weeks 
without additional costs.

4 good reasons for Value Pack and Step-up Value Pack

Which Value Pack option is the right one for me?

In general, we recommend a Value Pack 1. Would you like to test our services, than choose a Value Pack 365 
without auto-renewal at slightly higher costs. If you are planning to enter into a lease contract for a 
printing system, than a Value Pack 2 or 3 might be handy, because of their long-standing nature. We honor 
your loyalty here since Value Pack 2 and 3 are the most reasonable options.*

* Based on relation of the yearly fees for one year.
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Solutions for Commercial  
and Industrial Printing

References

Administrations
Bundesstadt Bonn – Germany, SAP – Germany, Landeshauptstadt München – 
Germany, Norwegian Land Consolidation Court – Norway, Barcelona Regional 
– Spain, Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu – Saudi Arabia
 
Finance & Banking
LBS Nord – Germany, AWD – Germany, Wüstenrot – Germany, CCD Plastikkarten – 
Germany, Mirvac Group – Australia
 
Culture
Bremer Bühnenhaus – Germany, Kunsthaus Zürich – Switzerland, Tromsø 
Museum – Norway, Euro Disney – France, Christies – UK
 
Military
Royal Air Force – UK, Bundeswehr – Germany, Royal Netherlands Air Force – 
Netherlands, New Zealand Defense Force – New Zealand
 
Education & Research
London Metropolitan University – UK, Glasgow Metropolitan College – UK, 
Medizinische Hochschule Hannover – Germany, Uni Rostock – Germany, 
University of Marburg – Germany, Bauhaus Universität Weimar – Germany, 
FH Düsseldorf – Germany, Universitet i Oslo – Norway, Syddansk Iniversitet – 
Denmark, Hochschule Augsburg – Germany, HDM Stuttgart – Germany,  
IGN Institut de L’Information – France
 

Industrial
Hess Holzspielzeug – Germany, Zwiesel Kristallglas – Germany, arvato 
distribution – Germany, Philips – Netherlands, Luxottica – Italy, Frigoglass 
Russia – Russia, Silhouette – Austria, Hynds Pipe Systems – New Zealand, 
Mitsubishi Elevator – Korea, Continental AG – Germany, Ball Packaging – 
Germany, Heineken – Netherlands, Continental AG – Germany, Ball Packaging – 
Germany, Adidas – Germany, Heineken – Netherlands, LEGO System – Denmark

Medical
Birmingham City Hospital – UK, Baxter Healthcare – UK, University Hospital 
Maastricht – Netherlands, Medizinische Hochschule Hannover – Germany, Mayo 
Clinic – USA

Press & Media
Tagesspiegel – Germany, Deutschlandradio – Germany, Denmarks Radio – 
Denmark, Yleisradio – Finnland, De Agostini – Italy, TVSN – Australia, Haymarket 
Publications – UK, Guardian News and Media – UK

Print Service Providers
Pureorange – Germany, Topwerbeshop – Germany, Poster Jack – Germany, 
Poster XXL – Germany, Acrylland – Germany, Grande Affiche – Ukraine, Up and 
Go – Italy, Eurostands – Italy, Icon Digital Productions – Canada, Holland & 
Crosby – Canada, Industrial Graphics Corporation – USA, National Print Group 
– USA, NGS Printing – USA, KDM POP Solutions Group – USA, The Bernard Group 
– USA, orell füssli security printing – Switzerland, We R.Signs – Ukraine, Kreasi 
Mega Pariwara – Indonesia, Olympus Group – USA, Print Direction – USA, Brite 
Solutions – Australia, Coleman Group – Australia, Sony DADC – Australia, Guang 
Zhou Golden Color Digital – China, Ifolor – Switzerland
 



Retail
Porta Möbel Handels GmbH & Co. Kg. – Germany, Galeria Kaufhof – Germany, 
Matratzen Concord – Germany, Bauer Versand – Germany, Photo Dose – Germany, 
Ikea Swiss – Switzerland, Ikea Norway – Norway, The Body Shop – New Zealand, 
Route 66 Liquor – Australia, Smurfit Kappa
 
Screen Printers
Strate Druck – Germany, Zeefdrukkerij Bieling – Netherlands, Flottmann 
– Germany, Stema Specialtryck – Sweden, Druckpunkt – Germany, Signum 
Siebdruck – Austria, Modernistic – USA
 
Automotive & Logistics
Audi – Germany, Volkswagen – Germany, Daimler – Germany, Ford – Germany,  
Deutsche Bahn – Germany, Airport Hannover – Germany,  
Scania Norsk – Norway, Thailand Post – Thailand
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ColorGATE Digital Output Solutions GmbH

Grosse Duewelstr. 1

30171 Hannover

Germany

T +49 511 94293-0

F +49 511 94293-40

contact@colorgate.com

www.colorgate.com

Further information and consulting services
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